Data Sheet

Call Archive

Speik’s call archive, storage and retrieval service removes
all sensitive cardholder data from your call recording legacy
infrastructure, so that you can more readily comply with PCI
DSS.
As a QSA- validated level 1 service provider Speik encrypt recordings and
store them in our cloud where we have implemented all the controls to
meet PCI DSS so that you don’t have to.
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Call Archive
Speik’s call archive solution centralises and protects your call recordings, removing all
sensitive cardholder data from your legacy infrastructure.
Appropriate access and audit controls are built into our user-friendly web-based portal ensuring that
you’re provided with easy, safe access whenever you need it. Powerful search functionality provides
instant access to customer recordings, helping your organisation to comply with GDPR regulation.

Protect your reputation

making retrieval and playback far simpler.

As you no longer store the data, it cannot be stolen
from you. This eliminates the risk of data leaks
because there is no payment card data in your legacy
call recording infrastructure.

Preservation

Avoid obsolete storage media
Using hosted storage instead of tape means you
can access your archive recordings easily and at any
time. Unlike running your own SAN, we take care
of upgrades so you don’t have to replace expensive
storage platforms when they are end of life.

Centralisation
Rather than having legacy call recordings archived
locally across multiple disparate sites around the
world, data is centralised in one, cloud-based
location. As a result, all call recordings can be
accessed via a single online portal from anywhere, by
anyone with the correct authentication,

Many organisations have accrued tens, or even
hundreds of terabytes (TB) of legacy call recordings
over the years, equating to millions of minutes of
conversation. In a high number of instances, these
calls are stored on backup tapes, which are prone
to deterioration over time. Manufacturers claim
these tapes can last between 10-20 years in optimal
conditions, but factors such as humidity, temperature
and exposure to sunlight can all drastically reduce
this.
Furthermore, in many instances the devices they
were recorded on have been declared “end of life”
and are no longer supported. By transferring these
recordings to a centralised cloud-based location,
any concerns relating to tape decay or playback are
immediately eliminated.

Security
All call recordings are encrypted right at the start
of their transfer to the Speik Cloud Platform,
maximising their protection. Furthermore, the
access keys themselves are also encrypted, so that
the service provider cannot access the recordings
within the platform. Recordings are only decrypted
as they are being played back and even then, are
still not accessible to the service provider, only the
key holder.
Further security measures also include the ability
to restrict access to a specific range of IP addresses
as well as varying user access permissions
based on their login (e.g. limiting access to a
specific set of recordings from a given site). This
compares very favourably with the typical storage
environment for archive audiotapes or SAN disks,
which can often amount to little more than a
locked room in the local office.
Speik’s comprehensive voice security solutions
deliver complete protection from the start to the
end of every call. Our award winning PCI compliant
solutions are being used by large corporates with
highly complex infrastructures. From call recording
and archiving, PCI phone payments, to fraud
detection and speech analytics, we have got you
covered. Our 100% Software-as-a-Service offering
delivers industry leading functionality and security,
without the need to ever install anything on site.

How Speik Archive call recording
storage and retrieval works:
•

Using an encrypted portable storage
device, an Speik engineer will transfer all
recordings and meta-data from your site(s).
Alternatively, for smaller estates, secure
remote upload is available
for your files.

•

We upload two copies of your encrypted files
to our secure cloud solution and index your
metadata to enable fast searching.

•

After your data integrity is confirmed your
legacy call recordings may be securely
destroyed onsite.

•

We provide a secure, hosted portal for
instant searching and compliant playback of
your call archive.

•

Files are unencrypted using your encryption
keys held in a Hardware Security Module
(HSM), which means that only you can play
them back.
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